Guidelines: Global Green Recovery Collaborative (GGRC) Initiatives
The Global Green Recovery Collaborative or GGRC is a virtual platform to promote action and collaboration to achieve
a green recovery from Covid-19 and beyond. The GGRC includes features that create opportunities to learn from each
other, work together, and propel transformative action at the local, national, regional and global levels.
We invite green recovery related initiatives -- including projects, programs, campaigns and more at every level
from the local to the global -- to be featured on our site. These initiatives can either be “Learning Initiatives” or,
as a subcategory, Action Initiatives.
Here’s what we’re looking for* (send questions to greenrecoverycollaborative@gmail.com):
Learning Initiative
*

CURRENT An action, policy, or organized effort that will be ongoing for at least the next year.

*

LEARNING Enhances opportunities for the community to share and learn from each other in
order to create networks and increase the success of each other’s efforts. The opportunities
include examples that serve as models, and that GGRC members can replicate in their recovery
efforts.

*

CONNECTS Tied to green recovery because it fits one of the following categories: Is directly
branded as a green recovery effort, is directly connected to a green recovery effort, is related to
an issue being addressed in green recovery efforts.

*

TOPICAL Includes but not limited to: economic recovery, renewable energy, ecosystem
protection and restoration, equitable and green job transitions, climate change resilience and
mitigation, regenerative agriculture, healthy oceans, ending unsustainable production and
consumption, green measures to support human health in both rural and urban environments,
clean and plentiful water, advocacy, environmental justice, and efforts inclusive of indigenous and
local people.

*

MULTI-LEVEL Can take place at any level: local, national, global region, globally.

*

CROSS-SECTOR Can come from any sector: government, NGO, nonprofit, grassroots and local
communities, academia or private sector.

*

COLLABORATION Accepted initiatives are considered to be GGRC partners. Ideally, two to
three representatives of the organization will include their contact information with their initiative
on the site, but exceptions will be made. Members and staff of the organization will also be
encouraged to share that they are a featured initiative and sign up to be GGRC members.
Action Initiative
-

IMMEDIATE These initiatives also require an immediate task to be completed by people
who want to engage with it.

-

TASKS These are forms of engagement offered by the initiative organizers that anyone
can participate in: Campaign tasks, advocacy tasks, letter signing, coalition joining, etc.

-

CONTACTABLE Ideally, there is a person or a link to connect available for those who
wish to provide additional support or who have questions.

* We will feature initiatives that fit our guidelines. Let us know if you’d like more information!

